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SEALL 3 Venues ~ Sabhal Mòr Ostaig An Talla Mòr
MG Alba Scots Trad Awards 2016 ‘Venue of the Year’

Courtyard for parking with stage door round to left and public entrance on right

Decorated Stage

Bare stage

Looking at stage from back of hall

This is a good clean space for sound. It works well as a totally acoustic space for small audiences or for
filling with sound with big bands.
The stone-built barn in the 19th C farm-steadings is used for ceilidhs, dances and more intimate events.
It has seating for up to 100 or dance space for 200. See the Plans at the end.
Parking and Access
There is good parking with direct access up two steps to the side door and stage-door
Surfaces
The venue is a stone walled building with a wooden dance floor in front of the stage. There are various
windows which have roller-blind black-outs.
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Stage Area
The stage is 3.1 metres deep and 5 metres wide, raised 0.55 metres above the floor. Is it linoleum on wood.
Electricity
There are 8 x 13 amp sockets front of stage
House Lights
There are several, all fittings dimmable from the public door. We usually keep these on low settings to allow
performers see the audience.
Stage Lighting
There are 12 stage lights, 6 above the stage and 6 in front, a mix of spots and floods.
Sound
24 channel Allen and Heath desk, mics, stands, cables, reverb, graphic equalisers, f.o.h. powered speakers
and 4 monitor mixes. See the Technical sheet for Sound for full details.
Technical station
Sound and lights are controlled from centre hall half way back.
Off-stage
There is a small green room off-stage right, with 4 steps down. Performers need to use the public toilets
across the courtyard.
Tickets and Sales
Tables are set up at the back of the hall.

